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From: Scott Wing
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2009 5:16 PM
To: tcfieldturf@cox.net
Subject: Re: Hey Tim

Mostly free tomorrow from 7-3. After that probably drinking beer. Call whenever. 
 

 
On Dec 3, 2009, at 4:35 PM, "Tim Coury" <tcfieldturf@cox.net> wrote: 

Scott: 
I'm tied up today but what's your schedule like tomorrow for a phone conversation ? Tim 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

 
From: "Scott Wing" <Scott.Wing@oside.k12.ca.us>  
Date: Thu, 3 Dec 2009 16:17:14 -0800 
To: Tim Coury<tcfieldturf@cox.net> 
Subject: Re: Hey Tim 
 
Just left you a voicemail.  
 
No way on the money. Just trying to make sure the best people get the job--I'm sure that's you. 
And that we get something good in here. Too much of our recent construction seems cheap and 
not well-thought out. 
 

 
On Dec 3, 2009, at 2:02 PM, "Tim Coury" <tcfieldturf@cox.net> wrote: 

Hi Scott: 
  
No-body told me it would take all week to adjust to reality......man what a bitch !   
  
Looks like your stadium will start construction after the holidays and be finished for 
graduation if all goes well.  I'm concerned the district will go 'cheap' on the type of turf you 
end up with.......my stuff (Fieldturf) is the high-end product.....  www.fieldturf.com       The 
decision is pending and will most likely be made by the end of this month.  I am giving 
pricing next week.  Do you have any good contacts within the powers to be at your school 
(or district) to push for Fieldturf ?  It would be in their best interest for the future.  Those 
that have gone with the cheap turf regret it.  Let me know what you think.......maybe we 
can both make some $ if you can help me "close the deal"  !! 
  
Great hangin with the Wings in Fiji.  Lets say in touch. 
  
Tim 
----- Original Message -----  
From: Scott Wing  
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To: tcfieldturf@cox.net  
Sent: Thursday, December 03, 2009 8:38 AM 
Subject: Hey Tim 
 
Back in the swing of things yet? Monday morning was a shocker for us. But well worth 
it, of course. 
 
I heard yesterday that we’re doing the football field this month and hopefully done by 
June graduation. Not summer. If you end up over here, make sure you come by and say 
hi. 
 
Scott 
 
 
Scott Wing 
Assessment Coordinator/Teacher on Special Assignment 
El Camino High School 
Oceanside CA 92057 
760‐757‐8550 
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